Mr. C. MOTT (in reply): I have advocated to-night the association of intratracheal insufflation with chloroform,as the safest method of giving chloroform, ether always being in reserve. I did not feel particularly called upon at the moment to indicate for what special occasions intratracheal chloroform would be useful; the work of others more competent than myself might prove that; I was chiefly concerned with recording my experience of the method. In operations within the mouth in which bleeding occurs I prefer ether, because one has not undivided control in such cases, of the patient's air-way. In my opinion intratracheal chloroform is far safer than, intrapharyngeal chloroform, which Dr. Knock has given thousands of times since 1910.
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Joseph Clover: An Appreciation.
As in the Bidding Prayer we are taught to love our benefactors in remembrance, so I think on occasion, we anaesthetists may well recall the work of our benefactors, the pioneers and makers of ancesthesia.
What John Snow was to the science of anaesthesia, Clover was to its art. It is not easy for us to-day to envisage anesthetics as Snow and Clover knew them. We may and do recognize the clear cut results of research, the conclusions arrived at after years of patient experiment, and we are justly proud of the great strides and the degree of precision arrived at in our methods of practical anesthesia. For Clover the outlook was otherwise; indeed, in no small measure do we owe to him the advances in methods alone rendered possible by his spade-work of over forty years ago. As a student Clover, together with Lister, saw the first demonstration of the use of ether in hospital practice in England. Think of the method-a glass bottle containing morsels of sponge soaked with ether, the vapour being conveyed to the patient through a length of tubing terminating in a crude mouthpiece. Clover, whose delicate health precluded him from a surgical career, adopted ancesfhesia as his main line of practice. It is not too much to say when he commenceed to study the subject it was crude to the degree of chaos, and when " finis ' was written over his work, order had emerged out of chaos and the germ of progress had grown into a healthy sapling.
The appointment of the Anawsthetics Committee by the then Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society gave Clover his chance. Although he was only named as an assessor while physicians and surgeons sat upon the Committee, yet Clover's actimen with his technical knowledge made the Report at once nofable and valuable. To us of to-day it seems almost incredible that this Report decided that although chloroform was dangerous, as indeed it had been shown to be, yet ether, although admitted to be safe, was by itself an impracticable anesthetic because it uas too slow in its action. The terms of the problem were thus stated and Clover at once set about removing this drawback and de,igned his " small regulating ether inhaler." Thus did Clover teach the world how ether should be given. One of the factors making for his success was the meticulous care he took alike in the design and the making of the various ancesthetic appliances which stand in his name. A skilled limner and painstaking mechanic, he brought to bear upon the smallest detail his personal supervision and inventive genius.
Perhaps the greatest advance he made was the introduction of the nitrous oxide-And-ether method. Remember at this time the former had hardly become acclimatized and the latter had comparatively few friends. Clover designed the large gas and ether inhaler, which although it has been modified, yet remains in principle the best apparatus. It was more elaborate than the smaller inhaler, and a perusal of Clover's letters indicate the great pains he took in its production as well as the heart searching it cost him. One point which has perhaps been overlooked is the immense amount of work Clover performed to arrive at the facepiece as we know it. We no longer put a mouth-cap on our patient nor do we pinch his nose with a clip; this departure from a barbarous practice we owe to Clover's facepiece. The question of the bore of the tube fitting the facepiece in the two apparatus was carefully investigated by Clover. All air-ways were made as large as the average trachea, for as he recognized the patient does not aspirate from the tube but from the dead space of the facepiece, hence Clover's insistence upon using an oro-nasal facepiece of adequate size.
To pursue his work with regard to nitrous oxide or chloroform would occupy too much time. Suffice it to say that little has been altered, if we exclude the oxygen-nitrous oxide method, since Clover's day; he even suggested and employed a nasal method, inserting little rubber nipples into the nostrils. In the matter of chloroform he followed the teaching of that astute thinker John* Snow, and even if his cambersome chloroform bag has fallen into desuetude, its invention marked an advance in our art.
Clover's excursions into the field of untried anesthetics are less Section of Anaesthetics generally known and perhaps less notable. He was so convinced of the general applicability of his gas and ether method that dichloride of ethidene and other agents held but a subsidiary place in his mind. Clover's published writings were comparatively few, his mind being practical rather than literary, but the articles which he contributed to the journals and the papers published in " Quain's Dictionary " were models of conciseness and perspicacity. To appreciate what Clover did for ancesthesia we must compare that science as it was in 1864, when the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society's Report was issued, with what it had become in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, and we must study his personal letters and sketches. This done we may well be amazed at the revolution his master mind created, nor shall we grudge an appreciation of his toil, his perseverance and his genius.
Apparatus and Documents belonging to the late Mr. Clover were exhibited at the Meeting.
